I. INTRODUCTION
Emerging of multicore systems has witnessed the trend towards powerful machines with higher computing power available at the reach of fingertips. Future telecommunication systems are expected to provide seamless support for higher transmission capacity and faster switching technology to connect these high-end systems, in line with the explosive growth of the Internet. Interconnection networks (INs) is faced with greater challenge as the direction in computing systems is fast moving towards advanced architectures such as chip multiprocessors (CMPs), systems on chip (SoC) and network on chip (NoC) [1] .
Multistage interconnection networks (MINs) have been proposed as interconnecting structures in various types of communication applications ranging from parallel systems [2] [12] , switching architectures [3] , to multicore systems [4] . Advances in optical technologies have drawn the interest for optical implementation in MINs to achieve high bandwidth capacity at the rate of terabits per second. Optical multistage interconnection networks (OMINs) are an attractive solution that offers a combination of high bandwidth, low error probability, and large transmission capacity [5] .
However, dealing with electro-optic switches used in OMINs instead of electronic switches in electronic MINs held its own challenges introduced by optics itself. Unlike electronic MINs, two signals sharing the same switching element in OMINs is most likely to generate optical crosstalk. Depending on the amount of voltage at the junction of the two waveguides that carry the two input signals, a portion of either of the two optical signals can be detected at either of the two output signals, thus delivering distorted signals to the destination [6] . Optical crosstalk degrades the performance of OMINs in terms of reduced signal-to-noise ratio and limits the size of the network [7] .
II. APPROACHES IN SOLVING CROSSTALK
There are three main approaches for solving optical crosstalk in OMINs namely the space [9] , time [10] and wavelength [3] dilation approach. In this paper, the interest is on the time dilation approach to solve the optical crosstalk problem in the omega networks, a class of self-routable networks, which is topologically equivalent to the baseline, butterfly, cube networks etc.
The time dilation approach solves the crosstalk problem by ensuring that only one signal is allowed to pass through each switching element at a given time in the network [11] [14] . Using the approach a permutation is first decomposed into crosstalk-free groups such that each group consists of messages with nonconflicting paths between them. Each crosstalkfree group is then routed at different time slots to avoid crosstalk. Figure 1 illustrates the framework of the time dilation approach. Many routing algorithms have been developed based on the time dilation approach including the four Heuristic algorithms i.e. Sequential Increasing, Sequential Decreasing, Degree Ascending, and Degree Descending algorithm [15] , Simulated Annealing algorithm (SA) [17] , Genetic algorithm (GA) [18] , Remove Last Pass algorithm (RLP) [19] , Ant Colony Optimization algorithm (ACO) [8] , Zero algorithms [16] and Bitwise algorithms [13] . The difference between these algorithms is of the scheduling order of the messages to be routed. After analyzing the results of each algorithm, it is concluded that the performance of the algorithms can be categorized based on two performance metrics, the average execution time and average number of passes. In summary, the SA, GA, ACO and RLP algorithms trades the execution time to improve the performance in terms of fewer average number of passes needed to route a permutation. On the other hand, the four Heuristic, Zero and Bitwise algorithms improved the performance in terms of minimal routing time needed for permutation routing in trade of the average number of passes.
In this paper, the focus is to design a crosstalk-free routing algorithm based on the Zero algorithms to achieve the optimal routing time as well as the number of passes to route a given permutation. The Zero algorithms consist of three algorithms namely ZeroX, ZeroY and ZeroXY algorithm. For simplicity, only the ZeroXY algorithm is considered for discussion.
III. THE MODIFIED ZeroXY ALGORITHM
The Modified ZeroXY algorithm is developed to solve the fact that conflicts may still occur in the network during routing using Zero algorithms. In [13] the Improved Zero algorithms have been proposed to solve the problem. However, analysis on the algorithm found that conflicts might still occur for certain permutation using the Improved Zero algorithms Unique Case function. For example, consider the permutation in Figure 2 Based on the Improved ZeroX algorithm, the messages are scheduled in three passes. The three passes include messages 000, 011, 101 and 110 for the first pass, messages 001, 010 and 100 for the second pass and message 111 for the third pass. In the first pass, however, it is found that conflict may still occur between messages 101 and 110 when routed simultaneously. From Figure 4 , it is clear that crosstalk occurs in the third switch of the final stage since the routing path to reach destination 100 and 101 for inputs 101 and 110 shares the same switching element in the stage. Such a scenario can be avoided by assuring messages 101 and 110 has no conflict with each other before scheduling the messages into the current group.
The Modified ZeroXY algorithm modifies the Unique Case function of the Improved ZeroX and ZeroY algorithms. Referring to the conflict matrix in Figure 3 , after adding message 000 to the first pass, the next three messages that have the intersection value equals to 0 in the same row of message 000 will be checked for conflicts before it can be scheduled. In other words, messages 011, 101 and 110 are first checked for conflicts with each other to avoid crosstalk. Also, a maximum value of N/2 where N is the network size is determined as the total number of messages that can be scheduled in the same pass for any of the passes for each permutation. The maximum value is equal to the number of switches in each stage of the network.
IV. THE Fast ZeroXY ALGORITHM
Similar to the ZeroXY algorithm, the Fast ZeroXY algorithm is designed based on the idea of combining both the Fast ZeroX [20] and Fast ZeroY [21] algorithm. For each permutation set, messages are scheduled first according to Fast ZeroX algorithm followed by the Fast ZeroY algorithm to efficiently partition the messages into crosstalk-free passes. Result of the Fast ZeroXY algorithm is the result obtained from comparing both the algorithms after execution. The goal of the Fast ZeroXY algorithm is to optimize the average number of passes needed to route a particular permutation as well as the average execution time of the algorithm. Figure  5 presents the framework of the Fast ZeroXY algorithm. The Fast ZeroXY algorithm solves the weaknesses found in Zero and Improved Zero algorithms using the inverse Conflict Matrix (iCM) [20] to map the conflicts identified using the Bitwise Window Method (BWM) [13] . Consider the same permutation in Figure 2 . Routing the messages based on the ZeroY algorithm will result in three passes. The first pass consists of messages 111, 110, 001 and 000. The second pass consists of messages 101, 100 and 011 while the third pass consists of message 010 respectively. Here, again conflicts may still occur between messages in the first pass. The Improved ZeroY algorithm solves the crosstalk by checking for conflicts between messages 001 and 000 before scheduling into the current pass containing messages 111 and 110 in the Refine function. However, multiple checking involves time-consuming unnecessary looping in the algorithm. In contrast to the conflict matrix used in previous Zero-based algorithms, the iCM provides a complete mapping of all possible conflicts in the network. Using iCM the scheduling procedure is more straightforward in both Fast ZeroX and Fast ZeroY algorithms thus eliminate the time-consuming looping for finding the intersections and checking for conflicts again before adding the intersected messages. The Refine and Unique case function is also removed. Figure 6 illustrates the iCM generated for the permutation in Figure 2 . From the example, the Fast ZeroY algorithm result in four passes comprises of messages 111, 110 and 001 for the first pass, messages 101, 100 and 011 for the second pass, message 010 in the third pass, and message 000 in the last pass. It is clear that crosstalk is avoided in the first pass equally to that of the Improved ZeroY algorithm but the looping eliminated.
V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the performance of the ZeroXY algorithm is evaluated. Each of the algorithms is run 10000 times and the results are presented in average. Evaluation is based on two performance parameters; the average execution time as shown in figures 7 and 8, and the average number of passes shown in figures 9 and 10 respectively.
In Figure 7 , the Fast ZeroXY algorithm outperforms the original ZeroXY algorithm in terms of the average execution time for routing a permutation. This is true since the ZeroXY algorithm is simplified with the introduction of iCM. Furthermore, there is no need for prior row/column summation in the Fast ZeroXY algorithm as in the original ZeroXY algorithm. The Fast ZeroXY algorithm is presented to efficiently avoid crosstalk in optical MINs. Compared to the original ZeroXY algorithm, the Fast ZeroXY algorithm successfully improves the execution time especially when the network size is larger. The Fast ZeroXY algorithm is also proven to route a permutation in reduced number of passes in average compared to that of the Fast ZeroX and Fast ZeroY algorithms. In conclusion,
